
 

SEE WHAT CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING 
ABOUT THEIR LYRIC EXPERIENCE  

FOR A RENTAL TOUR OR MORE INFORMATION ON RENTING THE LYRIC, CONTACT TIM 
 PHONE: (859) 280-2201 EXT 222 | EMAIL: OPERATIONS@LEXINGTONLYRIC.COM 
 

‘An historical landmark of true cultural convergence. It's located in the rich East End of 
Lexington. Features include: Theatre, arts, music, lectures, activism, community outreach 

and figures of true lasting importance in the annals of Kentucky's vibrant milieu of historicity! 
A true must visit!’ – Robert L, Patron 

 

‘We have enjoyed a wonderful relationship with the Lyric Theatre for 7 years. In that time over 60,000 have 
attended WoodSongs broadcast tapings on Monday evenings ... and thousands more have attended 
Troubadour Concerts. The staff has always been attentive, helpful, friendly to the audience and very 
accommodating to our productions. Plenty of parking, a wonderful neighborhood and one of the best 
sounding concert halls in the state.’ – Michael Jonathan, Woodsongs Old-time Radio Hour 
 

‘We rented the courtyard and reception room. I can't say enough good things about the Lyric Theatre. 
The staff was very professional and helpful. While the wedding was to take place in the courtyard, about 
an hour prior to the ceremony, we decided to have it inside. The staff quickly got the chairs set up and 
ready to go. I loved working with Tim, he answered any and all questions, he made suggestions of where 
to have the ceremony in case of rain, he called me the day before to make sure they had everything 
covered for us. I highly recommend using the Lyric as a wedding venue!’ – Terri S, Wedding Rental 
 

‘An asset to downtown Lexington. This theater is a living archive of Lexington's history. They are continuing 
a proud legacy and bringing the love of the arts to a new generation!’ – Samantha M, Patron  

 
‘Held our wedding here. First off, what's not to love in that classic name? The building is authentic, historic 
Lexington. We mostly used the community room, but the dressing rooms were also very retro and classy. 
For the cost, it makes a very beautiful and affordable venue for most events!’ – Harrison T, Wedding Rental 
 

‘The staff and volunteers could teach classes on customer service — every single person. I’ve ever 
encountered has been friendly and helpful. This is a great venue for meetings and weddings, and be sure 

to check out concerts there.’ – Kevin H, Patron 
 

‘I stopped here while visiting on a business trip and received a great background of the historical significance 
of this facility. Any local Lexington residents should absolutely come see a movie, play, musical or other event 
to see this awesome facility and learn about its historical significance in Lexington.’ - Adam W, Patron 
 

‘Went here to perform in a talent show and loved it so much I went back to watch a jazz concert. Friendly 
staff, clean facilities, historic location!’ – Sierra H, Patron & Performer 

 ‘After years of partnering with the Lyric, we've come to know them as not only a wonderful gift to the 
community, but one of the best venues and gathering spaces in the city. The staff is excellent, the facilities are 
top-notch, and the history of the building itself makes the experience even more meaningful. If you're looking 
for the right space, this is it.’ – Justin Rhorer, Restoration Church 
 


